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In this seminal work of Tibetan Buddhist studies,
Cyrus Stearns has translated a text recounting the
masters in the transmission line of the Lam 'bras or
"Path with the Result" teachings in Tibet. Luminous
Lives contains a detailed description of the Lam 'bras
teachings and the text of the masters' biographies in
English and Tibetan. This book is an essential
reference work for those interested in the Sakyapa
tradition of Tibetan Buddhism.
Among Asian languages, Tibetan is second only to
Chinese in the depth of its historical record, with
texts dating back as far as the eighth and ninth
centuries, written in an alphabetic script that
preserves the contemporaneous phonological
features of the language. The Classical Tibetan
Language is the first comprehensive description of
the Tibetan language and is distinctive in that it
treats the classical Tibetan language on its own
terms rather than by means of descriptive categories
appropriate to other languages, as has traditionally
been the case. Beyer presents the language as a
medium of literary expression with great range,
power, subtlety, and humor, not as an abstract
object. He also deals comprehensively with a wide
variety of linguistic phenomena as they are actually
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encountered in the classical texts, with numerous
examples of idioms, common locutions, translation
devices, neologisms, and dialectal variations.
Composed while its author was the ruler of Tibet,
Mirror of Beryl is a detailed account of the origins
and history of medicine in Tibet through the end of
the seventeenth century. Its author, Desi Sangye
Gyatso (1653 - 1705), was the heart disciple and
political successor of the Great Fifth Dalai Lama and
the author of several highly regarded works on
Tibetan medicine, including his Blue Beryl, a
commentary on the foundational text of Tibetan
medicine, The Four Tantras. In the present historical
introduction, Sangye Gyatso traces the sources of
influence on Tibetan medicine to classical India,
China, Central Asia, and beyond, providing life
stories, extensive references to earlier Tibetan works
on medicine, and fascinating details about the
Tibetan approach to healing. He also provides a
commentary on the pratimoksha, bodhisattva, and
tantric Buddhist vows. Desi Sangye Gyatso's Mirror
of Beryl remains today an essential resource for
students of medical science in Tibet.
In a remote Himalayan village in 1721, the Jesuit
priest Ippolito Desideri wrote a treatise in classical
Tibetan intended to refute key Buddhist doctrines
and dispel the darkness of idolatry from Tibet.
Dispelling the Darkness provides extended excerpts
from this unfinished masterpiece and a full
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translation of a companion work.
Tibet, Yoga, and American Religious Life
A Spiritual Classic from One of the Foremost
Interpreters of Tibetan Buddhism to the West
The Mind, Volume 2
A Historical Introduction to Tibetan Medicine
Tibetan Calligraphy
The Inspiring Story of how One Young Blind Woman
Brought Hope to the Blind Children of Tibet
With Buddhaguhya's Commentary
Chronicles the author's journey through Tibet, during which
she sought to bring help to blind children through the
creation of a Tibetan Braille alphabet, cane distributions,
and the establishment of a school for the blind.
"Theos Bernard, the White Lama" recounts the real story
behind the purported adventures of Theos Casimir Bernard
(1908--1947), the self-proclaimed "White Lama" who in
1937 became the third American in history to reach Lhasa,
the capital city of Tibet. Bernard met, associated, and
corresponded with the major social, political, and cultural
leaders of his day, from the Regent and high politicians of
Tibet to saints, scholars, and diplomats of British India, and
from Charles Lindbergh and Franklin Delano Roosevelt to
Gandhi and Nehru. But he also had his flaws. He was an
entrepreneur propelled by grandiose schemes, a handsome
man who shamelessly used his looks to bounce from rich
wife to rich wife to support his activities, and a master
manipulator who concocted his own interpretations of
Eastern wisdom to suit his own ends. Despite the bright
future ahead of him, Bernard disappeared in India during
the communal violence of the 1947 Partition, never to be
seen again. Through diaries, interviews, and previously
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unstudied documents, Paul G. Hackett shares Bernard's
compelling life story, along with his efforts to awaken
America's religious counterculture to the unfolding events in
India, Tibet, and the Himalayas.
A clear and thorough exposition of the practice and theory
of Buddhist logix and epistemology.
In Tibetan religious literature, Jamgön Kongtrül's Treasury of
Knowledge in ten books stands out as a unique,
encyclopedic masterpiece embodying the entire range of
Buddhist teachings as they were preserved in Tibet. In his
monumental Treasury of Knowledge, Jamgön Kongtrül
presents a complete account of the major lines of thought
and practice that comprise Tibetan Buddhism. This first
book of The Treasury which serves as a prelude to
Kongtrul's survey describes four major cosmological
systems found in the Tibetan tradition—those associated
with the Hinayana, Mahayana, Kalachakra, and Dzogchen
teachings. Each of these cosmologies shows how the world
arises from mind, whether through the accumulated results
of past actions or from the constant striving of awareness to
know itself.
Theos Bernard, the White Lama
How to Read Classical Tibetan, Vol. 2:
The Tibetan Book Of Living And Dying
Essentials of Modern Literary Tibetan
Luminous Lives
How to Read Classical Tibetan

Battling the Buddha of Love is a work of advocacy
anthropology that explores the controversial plans and
practices of the Maitreya Project, a transnational Buddhist
organization, as it sought to build the "world's tallest
statue" as a multi-million-dollar "gift" to India. Hoping to
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forcibly acquire 750 acres of occupied land for the statue
park in the Kushinagar area of Uttar Pradesh, the
Buddhist statue planners ran into obstacle after obstacle,
including a full-scale grassroots resistance movement of
Indian farmers working to "Save the Land." Falcone sheds
light on the aspirations, values, and practices of both the
Buddhists who worked to construct the statue, as well as
the Indian farmer-activists who tirelessly protested against
the Maitreya Project. Because the majority of the
supporters of the Maitreya Project statue are converts to
Tibetan Buddhism, individuals Falcone terms "nonheritage" practitioners, she focuses on the spectacular
collision of cultural values between small agriculturalists in
rural India and transnational Buddhists hailing from
Portland to Pretoria. She asks how could a transnational
Buddhist organization committed to compassionate
practice blithely create so much suffering for impoverished
rural Indians. Falcone depicts the cultural logics at work on
both sides of the controversy, and through her examination
of these logics she reveals the divergent, competing
visions of Kushinagar's potential futures. Battling the
Buddha of Love traces power, faith, and hope through the
axes of globalization, transnational religion, and rural
grassroots activism in South Asia, showing the unintended
local consequences of an international spiritual
development project.
How to Read Classical Tibetan, Volume Two: Buddhist
Tenets continues Craig Preston's groundbreaking series
of self-study materials designed for students learning to
read Classical Tibetan on their own. This book serves a
dual purpose: the student learns both grammar and
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philosophy at the same time.With easy-to-understand
diagrams, Preston shows how to find your way through
Tibetan sentences. It is like having a personal tutor at your
fingertips, allowing you to proceed at your own pace
through a wealth of material. As you work your way
through an actual Tibetan text, Preston offers guidance at
every turn. He explains the meaning of new words as they
arise. He also offers a complete glossary of all the words
at the end of the book. As you encounter new grammatical
constructions, he walks you through understanding their
meaning. He shows you how to break down Tibetan
sentences into small pieces and then how to put those
pieces back together to form clearly understandable
English sentences. The book also helps students of the
Tibetan language gain entry into the genre of tenets, which
is the comparative study of the original schools of
Buddhist thought in India. He introduces the rich
vocabulary of Buddhist philosophy without assuming any
prior knowledge, offering simple, easy-to-understand
explanations of complicated ideas. Preston thus provides
a complete language course.
A modern and accessible reader of Classical Tibetan
Buddhist texts based on the traditional monastic
educational system, designed for both classroom use and
independent study Designed for both classroom use and
independent study, Learning Classical Tibetan is a
modern and accessible reader for studying traditional
Buddhist texts. Unlike other readers of Classical Tibetan,
this is a comprehensive manual for navigating Tibetan
Buddhist literature drawing on a monastic curriculum.
Utilizing the most up-to-date teaching methods and tools
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for Tibetan language training, students learn to navigate
the grammar, vocabulary, syntax, and style of Classical
Tibetan while also engaging the content of Buddhist
philosophical works. Chapters consist of a contextual
introduction to each reading, a Tibetan text marked with
references to annotations that provide progressive
explanations of grammar, cultural notes on vocabulary,
translation hints, notes on the Sanskrit origins of Tibetan
expressions and grammatical structures, as well as a
literal translation of the text. The reader also includes
study plans for classroom use, discussion of dictionaries
and other helpful resources, a glossary of English
grammatical and linguistic terms, and much more. This
reader can be used in conjunction with Paul Hackett’s
expanded edition of his well-known Tibetan Verb Lexicon.
Using a clear and approachable style, Hackett provides a
practical and complete manual that will surely benefit all
students of Classical Tibetan.
The most lucid and penetrating survey of classical Indian
philosophy in the Tibetan language. Beautiful Adornment
of Mount Meru by Changkya Rölpai Dorjé (1717–86) is a
work of doxography, presenting the distinctive
philosophical tenets of the Indian Buddhist and nonBuddhist schools in a systematic manner that ascends
through increasingly more subtle views. It is a Tibetan
corollary to contemporary histories of philosophy. The
“Mount Meru” of the title is the Buddha’s teachings, and
Changkya’s work excels in particular in its treatment of the
two Mahayana Buddhist schools, the Yogacara (here
called the Vijñaptimatra) and the Madhyamaka. Unlike
Jamyang Shepa’s (1648–1722) much longer Great
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Exposition of Tenets, which was one of the key sources
and inspirations for Changkya, Beautiful Adornment is
often praised for the clarity of its prose and its economical
use of citations from Indian texts. At the same time, like
Jamyang Shepa’s work, Changkya’s text is not simply a
catalog of assertions; it skillfully examines core
philosophical issues, including a number of intriguing
ancillary discussions. Also like Jamyang Shepa’s text,
Changkya’s is very much a Geluk work, drawing heavily
on the works of Tsongkhapa and his disciples. The
manageable size of Beautiful Adornment and, more
importantly, its lucid literary style, made this work the
classic source for the study of Indian thought, used by
students the across Tibetan cultural sphere. In
contemporary academic circles, it has also been a central
source for studying the Tibetan interpretation of the
classical Indian philosophical systems.
Dispelling the Darkness
Ornament of Abhidharma
How to Write the Alphabet and More
The Tibetan Book of the Dead
Manual of Standard Tibetan
The Maha-Vairocana-Abhisambodhi Tantra
The Mirror of Beryl
Shantideva’s Bodhisattvacharyavatara (A Guide to the
Bodhisattva’s Way of Life) holds a unique place in Mahayana
Buddhism akin to that of the Dhammapada in Hinayana Buddhism
and the Bhagavadgita in Hinduism. In combining those rare
qualities of scholastic precision, spiritual depth and poetical beauty,
its appeal extends to a wide audience of Buddhists and nonBuddhists alike. Composed in India during the 8th century of the
Christian era, it has since been an inspiration to millions of people
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throughout the world. This present translation by Stephen Batchelor
is based upon a 12th century Tibetan commentary as orally
explained by Ven. Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey. The ninth chapter on
wisdom has been expanded for this edition with relevant
commentarial passages.
A Classical Tibetan Reader answers a long-standing need for well
chosen readings to accompany courses in classical Tibetan
language. Professor Bentor has built her Tibetan reader out of timetested selections from texts that she has worked with while teaching
classical Tibetan over the past twenty years. She has assembled here
a selection of Tibetan narratives, organized to introduce students of
the language to complex material gradually, and to arm them with
ample reference materials in the form of glossaries customized to
individual readings. Instructors will find this reader an invaluable
tool for preparing lesson plans and providing high-quality reading
material to their students. Students, too, will find the selections
contained in the reader engaging. Even novice readers of Tibetan
will feel welcomed and encouraged, thanks to the author's astute
judgment of student capacity.
Derived from a Buddhist funerary text, this famous volume's
timeless wisdom includes instructions for attaining enlightenment,
preparing for the process of dying, and moving through the various
stages of rebirth.
The most systematic and extensive course system available for
learning the Tibetan language independently. Fluent Tibetan was
developed by language experts working in conjunction with
indigenous speakers at the University of Virginia. Based on courses
for diplomats needing to learn a language quickly, the method
acquaints students with the sounds and patterns of Tibetan speech
through repetitive interactive drills, enabling the quick mastery of
increasingly complex structures and thereby promoting rapid
progress in speaking the language. It is the first text recommended
for language study by the Sera IMI House at Sera Monastery for
Western monks as preparation for entry into the Geshe studies
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Colloquial Tibetan
Tibetan Book of the Dead
Translating Buddhism from Tibetan
An Introduction to the Tibetan Literary Language and the
Translation of Buddhist Texts from Tibetan
Battling the Buddha of Love
Tibetan Alphabet Practice - Learn Tibetan Alphabets and Tibetan
Alphabet Pronunciation - A Perfect Handwriting and Practice Book
Tibetan Language for Beginners Beautiful Adornment of Mount Meru

Do you want to learn to read Classical Tibetan? How to
Read Classical Tibetan will show you—at your own
pace—all the relationships that make Tibetan easy to
read. It is a complete language course built around the
exposition of a famous Tibetan text, Summary of the
General Path to Buddhahood, written at the beginning of
the fifteenth century. All the language tools you need to
work at your own pace are in one place. You won't need
a dictionary because all the words and particles are
translated and explained upon every occurrence, and
there is a complete glossary at the end of the book.
Every sentence is diagrammed and completely explained
so that you can easily see how the words and particles
are arranged to convey meaning. Because everything is
always explained in every sentence, you will easily learn
to recognize the recurrent patterns making the transition
from learning words to reading sentences much easier
for you. As you study How to Read Classical Tibetan,
you will learn to recognize the syntactic relationships you
encounter, understand the meaning signified, and
translate that meaning correctly into English.
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Despite the many differences between the numerous
sects of Tibetan Buddhism, they all unite in holding the
Great Yogi Milarepa, a Tibetan religious leader who lived
over 800 years ago, in the highest reverence and
esteem. Evans-Wentz points to similiarities between the
life and teachings of Milarepa and the greatest of modern
India's spiritual leaders, Mahatma Gandhi. In translating
from the original Tibetan, the late Lama Kazi Dawa
Samdup, Evans-Wentz's Tibetan guru for many years,
wishes to show Western readers one of our great
teachers as he actually lived in a biography of him, much
of which is couched in the words of his own mouth, and
the remainder in the words of his disciple Rechung, who
knew him in the flesh. In this new reissue, Lopez
contributes a critical foreword to update and
contextualize the historical significance of this volume in
Evans-Wentz's Tibetan series.
Colloquial Tibetan provides a step-by-step course in
Central Tibetan as it is spoken by native speakers.
Combining a thorough treatment of the language as it is
used in everyday situations with an accurate written
representation of this spoken form, it equips learners
with the essential skills needed to communicate
confidently and effectively in Tibetan in a broad range of
situations. No prior knowledge of the language is
required. Key features include: progressive coverage of
speaking, listening, reading and writing skills phonetic
transliteration of the Tibetan script throughout the course
to aid pronunciation and understanding of the writing
system structured, jargon-free explanations of grammar
an extensive range of focused and stimulating exercises
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realistic and entertaining dialogues covering a broad
variety of scenarios useful vocabulary lists throughout
the text additional resources available at the back of the
book, including a full answer key, a grammar section,
bilingual glossaries and English translations of dialogues.
Balanced, comprehensive and rewarding, Colloquial
Tibetan will be an indispensable resource both for
independent learners and for students taking courses in
Tibetan. Audio material to accompany the course is
available to download free in MP3 format from
www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by native
speakers, the audio material features the dialogues and
texts from the book and will help develop your listening
and pronunciation skills. By the end of this course, you
will be at Level B2 of the Common European Framework
for Languages and at the Intermediate-High on the
ACTFL proficiency scales.
Classical Tibetan, with origins dating to the seventh
century, is the language found in a huge corpus of
surviving Tibetan, mostly Buddhist, texts; native Tibetans
still employ this language, today, when writing on
religious, medical or historical subjects. This book aims
to provide a rapid introduction to the main elements of
Classical Tibetan, so that students may begin to access
for themselves the vast amount of available material.
While designed for guided study, the book will also be of
use to those who tackle the language on their own.
Steady study over approximately six months should
result in an understanding of most grammatical features
and allow the student to read the simpler prose texts.
Selections from Renowned Works with Custom
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An Introduction to Classical Tibetan
Magic and Mystery in Tibet
A Guide to the Bodhisattava's Way of Life
Buddhist Tenets
Science and Philosophy in the Indian Buddhist Classics
A Reader for Translating Buddhist Texts
Whether you are looking for a room,
visiting a monastery, or bargaining for a
bus seat, Learning Practical Tibetan will
make immediate communication with Tibetans
easy and fun. This book is designed for
anyone wishing to communicate with
Tibetans, either in Asia or in the West,
and is suitable for beginners as well as
for students familiar with the Tibetan
language. Learning Practical Tibetan
begins with a simple but complete grammar
so that you can immediately begin to form
your own sentences. Using both Tibetan
script and an easy-to-understand phonetic
system, the book then presents useful
vocabulary, phrases, and dialogues related
to situations you might encounter with
Tibetans: eating in restaurants, shopping,
speaking to monks, traveling with
pilgrims, or visiting a Tibetan doctor.
The appendix provides helpful sections on
Tibetan numbers, dates, telling time,
festivals, religious terms, and an
extensive vocabulary list. To help you
learn how to pronounce Tibetan words
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correctly, mp3 files of Yanki Tshering
reading Tibetan text found in Learning
Practical Tibetan are available for
download at this link: http://www.shambhal
a.com/learning-practical-tibetan.html
25th Anniversary Edition Over 3 Million
Copies Sold 'I couldn't give this book a
higher recommendation' BILLY CONNOLLY
Written by the Buddhist meditation master
and popular international speaker Sogyal
Rinpoche, this highly acclaimed book
clarifies the majestic vision of life and
death that underlies the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition. It includes not only a lucid,
inspiring and complete introduction to the
practice of meditation, but also advice on
how to care for the dying with love and
compassion, and how to bring them help of
a spiritual kind. But there is much more
besides in this classic work, which was
written to inspire all who read it to
begin the journey to enlightenment and so
become 'servants of peace'.
The single greatest Tibetan
commentary—never previously translated—on
one of the most well-known and cited works
of classical Indian Buddhism. This work by
a scholar of the Kadam school is the most
authoritative Tibetan commentary on
Vasubandhu’s Treasury of Abhidharma
(Abhidharmakosa). In terms of stature and
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authority, Vasubandhu’s Treasury rivals
Buddhaghosa’s contemporaneous Path of
Purification and deals with such central
themes as the dynamics of emotions and
karma, of mental and meditative states; it
treats both the cosmos and the life
within. Chim Jampalyang’s exposition of it
is the greatest flowering of Abhidharma
studies in Tibet. Usually referred to as
the Chimzö, it is to this day a key
textbook in the great monastic
universities. A veritable encyclopedia, it
spans all areas of classical Indian
Buddhist knowledge and is an indispensable
reference for scholars of Buddhism. The
Library of Tibetan Classics is a special
series being developed by the Institute of
Tibetan Classics to make key classical
Tibetan texts part of the global literary
and intellectual heritage. Eventually
comprising thirty-two large volumes, the
collection will contain over two hundred
distinct texts by more than a hundred of
the best-known Tibetan authors. These
texts have been selected in consultation
with the preeminent lineage holders of all
the schools and other senior Tibetan
scholars to represent the Tibetan literary
tradition as a whole.
How to Read Classical Tibetan, Vol.
1:Summary of the General PathSnow Lion
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The Philosophical Foundations of Classical
RDzogs Chen in Tibet
A Cultural Biography of the Greatest
Statue Never Built
The Story of the Early Masters of the Lam
'bras in Tibet
Summary of the General Path
Trace and Learn Tibetan ALPHABETS
How to Read Classical Tibetan, Vol. 1:
Debate in Tibetan Buddhism
"Half of the words are read by implication." This Tibetan
saying explains the main difficulty Westerners face in
learning to read Tibetan fluently. This book will allow
beginners to understand the logic of Tibetan grammar and
syntax through graded readings and narrative
explanations. The large glossary, which is indexed by page,
will serve as an invaluable reference grammar for readers
of Tibetan at all levels. The reading course includes a wide
range of modern literary styles from literature, history,
current affairs, newspapers, and even communist political
essays.
The second volume in a prominent new series on Buddhism
and science, directed by the Dalai Lama and previously
covered by the BBC. Science and Philosophy in the Indian
Buddhist Classics compiles classical Buddhist explorations
of the nature of our material world, the human mind, logic,
and phenomenology and puts them into context for the
modern reader. This ambitious four-volume series—a major
resource for the history of ideas and especially the history
of science and philosophy—has been conceived by and
compiled under the visionary supervision of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama himself. It is his view that the exploratory
thinking of great Indian masters in the first millennium CE
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still has much that is of interest to us today, whether we
are Buddhist or not. These volumes make those insights
accessible. This, the second volume in the series, focuses
on the science of the mind. Readers are first introduced to
Buddhist conceptions of mind and consciousness and then
led through traditional presentations of mental phenomena
to reveal a Buddhist vision of the inner world with
fascinating implications for the contemporary disciplines of
cognitive science, psychology, emotion research, and
philosophy of mind. Major topics include: -The distinction
between sensory and conceptual processes and the panIndian notion of mental consciousness -Mental
factors—specific mental states such as attention,
mindfulness, and compassion—and how they relate to one
another -The unique tantric theory of subtle levels of
consciousness, their connection to the subtle energies, or
“winds,” that flow through channels in the human body,
and what happens to each when the body and mind
dissolve at the time of death -The seven types of mental
states and how they impact the process of perception
-Styles of reasoning, which Buddhists understand as a valid
avenue for acquiring sound knowledge In the final section,
the volume offers what might be called Buddhist
contemplative science, a presentation of the classical
Buddhist understanding of the psychology behind
meditation and other forms of mental training. To present
these specific ideas and their rationale, the volume weaves
together passages from the works of great Buddhist
thinkers like Asanga, Vasubandhu, Nagarjuna, Dignaga,
and Dharmakirti. His Holiness the Dalai Lama’s
introduction outlines scientific and philosophical thinking
in the history of the Buddhist tradition. To provide
additional context for Western readers, each of the six
major topics is introduced with an essay by John D. Dunne,
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distinguished professor of Buddhist philosophy and
contemplative practice at the University of Wisconsin.
These essays connect the traditional material to
contemporary debates and Western parallels, and provide
helpful suggestions for further reading.
The rich artistic heritage of Tibet reveals the depths of the
meditations of great Masters, translated into the majestic
abundance of iconic symbols that take the form of threedimensional images or two-dimensional Thangkas. This
title offers a comprehensive introduction to the complex
iconography of Thangkas. The rich artistic heritage of Tibet
reveals the depths of the meditations of great Masters,
translated into the majestic abundance of iconic symbols
that take the form of three-dimensional images or twodimensional Thangkas. Tibetan Art' is a'
Traditionally very difficult to learn, Tibetan calligraphy is
usually done with the brush. This unique book guides the
reader step-by-step to using a standard calligraphy pen to
create beautiful Tibetan-language calligraphy. It includes
many prayers, mantras, and common phrases to copy and
is perfect for practitioners, artists, and anyone interested
in Tibetan culture and language. How to Write Tibetan
Calligraphy is an easy-to-use gateway to this unique and
beautiful language.
A Biography from the Tibetan ; Being the Jetsün-Kahbum
Or Biographical History of Jetsün-Milarepa, According to
the Late Lāma Kazi Dawa-Samdup's English Rendering ;
Edited with Introduction and Annotations by W. Y. EvansWentz ; with a New Foreword by Donald S. Lopez, Jr
How to read classical Tibetan: Summary of the general
path
English-Tibetan Dictionary of Modern Tibetan
Tibetan Art
My Path Leads to Tibet
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A Textbook in Classical Tibetan
Learning Classical Tibetan

A practicing Buddhist and Oriental linguist
recounts supernatural events she witnessed in
Tibet during the 1920s. Intelligent and witty, she
describes the fantastic effects of meditation and
shamanic magic — levitation, telepathy, more. 32
photographs.
A Textbook in Classical Tibetan is the first
comprehensive course book in the Classical
Tibetan language written in English. The textbook
describes the grammar of pre-16th-century
Classical Tibetan works for beginners and
students of intermediate level. It is intended to
cover the most essential topics that can be
mastered within two semesters of an academic
class. Classical Tibetan is a written Middle Tibetan
language that has been in use in Tibet from the
9th century. Until the early 20th century it served
all purposes, from administrative, to medical, to
religious. Nowadays Classical Tibetan remains an
important part of religious identity and services
for communities also outside of cultural Tibet,
foremost in India, Nepal, and Bhutan, but also
elsewhere, most importantly in Europe, North
America and Australia. The main body of the
textbook consists of an introduction to the
Tibetan script, eighteen lessons, and a reading
section. Each lesson elucidates several
grammatical topics which are followed by an
exercise and a word list. The chapter readings
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contain four supplementary readings. In addition
to the main parts of the textbook, a brief
introduction to Tibetic languages provides
linguistic context for the language taught in the
textbook, whereas the chapter Translations of
Exercises and Readings contains translations and
explanatory notes to the exercises provided at
the end of each lesson, as well as to the readings.
A Textbook in Classical Tibetan is essential
reading for both undergraduate and graduate
students without any knowledge of Classical
Tibetan, but also for those who would like to
deepen their experience of the language by
reading annotated excerpts from well-known
pieces of Tibetan literature.
The Manual of Standard Tibetan presents the
everyday speech of Lhasa as it is currently used
in Tibet and among the Tibetan diaspora. It not
only places the language in its natural context but
also highlights along the way key aspects of
Tibetan civilization and Vajrayana Buddhism. The
Manual, which consists of forty-one lessons, is
illustrated with many drawings and photographs
and also includes two informative political and
linguistic maps of Tibet. Two CDs provide an
essential oral complement to the manual. A
detailed introduction presents a linguistic
overview of spoken and written Tibetan.
The liberalization of political and intellectual life in
China and the rise of Tibetan exile communities
throughout the world have produced a resurgence
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of spoken and written Tibetan. These
developments, together with increasing contacts
between Western scholars and Tibetans, have
created a widening circle of English-speakers—in
government, business, academia, and
elsewhere—who need to speak or write Tibetan
with precision and clarity. For these people, and
for others who want to communicate with
Tibetans in their own language, Professor
Goldstein's Dictionary will be an indispensable
aid. The first scholarly English-Tibetan dictionary,
as well as the only one that is semantically
sensitive, this work specifies the Tibetan terms
that correspond to the submeanings of a single
English term. Containing roughly 16,000 main
entries, most of which have multiple subentries,
the Dictionary treats a total of 45,000 lexical
items. Each entry includes both the written
Tibetan orthography and a phonemic notation to
indicate pronunciation. Grammatical features are
also noted, and all examples of usage are
presented with the romanticization of the written
Tibetan and phonemic notation of the spoken
forms. An introductory essay familiarizes users
with the main features of Tibetan grammar.
Learning Practical Tibetan
The Classical Tibetan Language
The Treasury of Knowledge: Book One
Lam spyi'i don bsdu ba
A Commentary on Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosa
A Classical Tibetan Reader
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Fluent Tibetan

The first complete translation into
English of this Tibetan text, together
with the informative commentary by the
8th century master Buddhaguhya. This
text is of seminal importance for the
history of Buddhist Tantra, especially
as very little has been published
concerning the origins of Tantra in
India.
The Tibetan Book of the Dead is the
most famous Buddhist text in the West,
having sold more than a million copies
since it was first published in English
in 1927. Carl Jung wrote a commentary
on it, Timothy Leary redesigned it as a
guidebook for an acid trip, and the
Beatles quoted Leary's version in their
song "Tomorrow Never Knows." More
recently, the book has been adopted by
the hospice movement, enshrined by
Penguin Classics, and made into an
audiobook read by Richard Gere. Yet, as
acclaimed writer and scholar of
Buddhism Donald Lopez writes, "The
Tibetan Book of the Dead is not really
Tibetan, it is not really a book, and
it is not really about death." In this
compelling introduction and short
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history, Lopez tells the strange story
of how a relatively obscure and
malleable collection of Buddhist texts
of uncertain origin came to be so
revered--and so misunderstood--in the
West. The central character in this
story is Walter Evans-Wentz
(1878-1965), an eccentric scholar and
spiritual seeker from Trenton, New
Jersey, who, despite not knowing the
Tibetan language and never visiting the
country, crafted and named The Tibetan
Book of the Dead. In fact, Lopez
argues, Evans-Wentz's book is much more
American than Tibetan, owing a greater
debt to Theosophy and Madame Blavatsky
than to the lamas of the Land of Snows.
Indeed, Lopez suggests that the book's
perennial appeal stems not only from
its origins in magical and mysterious
Tibet, but also from the way EvansWentz translated the text into the
language of a very American
spirituality.
A perfect Workbook For Children To
Learn How To Write Tibetan Alphabets 30 Tibetan Alphabets - This is a
beautiful 122 Page book for children of
ages 4+ to learn Tibetan Alphabets
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through practicing letter tracing. The
Book Contains: The book details each of
the 30 Tibetan (Alphabets/Letters) This
picture book details all 30 Tibetan
Alphabets with 4 page per Alphabet for
practicing letter tracing and writing.
30 Tibetan Alphabets- Designed for
simplicity for children to focus on
practicing one letter at a time. 122
Black and White pages, providing amble
space for kids to practice letter
tracing . The book features total 4
pages per Tibetan alphabet providing
amble space for practice, along with
guiding directions on how to trace
them. The book is created to help teach
the alphabet to beginners. Arrows and
dots are included to help teach the
stroke order. Premium color cover
design . Printed on high quality
perfectly sized pages at 8.5x11 inches
Black and White pages . Grab a copy for
a friend, and start the journey
together, Don't forget to provide
reviews and suggestions of improvement.
Other Books in the series of "Learn
Tibetan Language from the author are:
Learn to Write Tibetan Alphabets:
Tibetan Alphabets Letter Tracing
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Workbook Tibetan Alphabet Picture BOOK
Tibetan Letter Tracing Book Tibetan
Alphabet Book for Kids Tibetan Language
Learning book.> Don't forget to
checkout more books from the author
The grammar, syntax, and technical
vocabulary of classical Tibetan used in
Buddhist works.
Tibetan Trek
Myriad Worlds
A Reading Course and Reference Grammar
Language and Civilization
Investigating the Distinction Between
Dualistic Mind (sems) and Primordial
Knowing (ye Shes)
A Biography
Tibet's Great Yog?, Milarepa
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